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A little context.



What exactly is this
automated testing thing?



Automated tests are
just code.



We all test.



“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

The many ways that we all test
● In the browser
● With XDebug
● With dpm(), var_dump() or print
● By reading code

Why all test.



Don’t throw your work away.





“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

Automated tests are living documentation
● You encode your assumptions
● They document context

Why do we test?
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more productive when it means writing
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“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

Why do we test?

How do I convince myself?



How do I get started?



Tooling



“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

The Tools

PHPUnit / Behat



“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

PHPUnit
● Runs at the PHP level
● Doesn’t need a browser or browser driver
● About testing your code in isolation
● Generally faster than Behat

Why do we test?



“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

Behat
● Runs at the browser level
● Tests your site like your QA person or your client would 

test your site
● Tests your whole stack
● Slower than PHPUnit

Why do we test?
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“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

PHPUnit
● Comprised of two things:

○ \PhpUnit\Framework\TestCase
○ A command-line tool

The Tools



“Your code”
● The code for which you or your team is responsible

Drupal-isms
● Unit/Integration Tests

○ \Drupal\Tests\UnitTestCase
○ \Drupal\KernelTests\KernelTestBase

● Functional Tests
○ \Drupal\KernelTests\KernelTestBase
○ \Drupal\simpletest\WebTestBase
○ \Drupal\Tests\BrowserTestBase

Concepts





Set up.




























